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In order to define the future intensity and reliability of the on line radioactive beams for the SPIRAL project, an intense activity of research and development is being done around the target and the ion source problems. The main instrument for this purpose is the isotopic separator SIRa (Séparateur d’Ions Radioactifs) installed in the D2 experimental cave at GANIL. One of the research axes is the production of multicharged radioactive condensable ions. In this aim, we have built a new compact ECR ion source, SHyPIE (Source Hybride pour la Production d’Ions Exotiques), whose original magnetic configuration is under patent since 1997. This new magnetic structure allows to place an internal production target very close to the plasma, while avoiding radiation damages of the sensitive permanent magnets. A series of on line experiments have been done, using SHyPIE with several internal target systems, and around thirty species of condensable and noble gases radioactive multicharged ion beams have been produced. The behaviour of the plasma in a close geometry with the production target has been studied.

Introduction

The production of radioactive ion beams at GANIL in the SIRa separator [1] is based on the ISOL technique. The GANIL cyclotrons deliver heavy ion primary beams from carbon to uranium, with energies up to 95 A MeV and intensities up to $6 \times 10^{12}$ particles/s for the lightest elements. The primary beam impinges on a thick target heated at 2300 K producing radioactive species by nuclear reactions. Some radioactive atoms release from the target and enter into an electron cyclotron resonance ion source where they are ionised and extracted.

1. Description of the internal target ion source system

In order to keep the distance between the target and the plasma zone as low as possible, the production target is placed inside the ion source. This mode is optimum for the production of condensable elements, which do not stick any more to the walls of a transfer tube, but reach directly the plasma of the ECRIS where they are ionised. As shown in the figure 1, the primary beam enters in the ion source through its extraction electrode, crosses the plasma zone and hits the production target placed in the injection side of the ECRIS. The low energy extracted radioactive ion beam is deviated by an electrostatic deflector to follow the direction of the SIRa separator. This particular configuration eliminates all the permanent magnets from 0 up to 90 degrees from the incident beam direction, avoiding the radiation damages caused by the high energetic neutron flux.

2. Description of the ion source.

SHyPIE is a compact source dedicated to the production of gas and condensable radioactive multicharged ions [2]. Its magnetic field is produced by a new magnetic structure. The
axial field results from the superposition of a minimum field structure component and a constant field component, as shown in figure 2.

Figure 2: Axial magnetic field of SHyPIE. The dashed curve and the dotted curve reproduce, respectively, the coil contribution and the 2 permanent magnets rings contribution. The bold curve represents the resulting magnetic field.

The modulated field is produced by a system of 2 permanent FeNdB magnet rings. A coil produce the mean field which increase the modulated field up to the values compatible with an electron cyclotron resonance frequency of 10 GHz. With this set-up, the relative ratio $B_{\text{max}}/B_{\text{min}}$ is 2.1. This new magnetic structure is under patent since 1997 [3]. The radial confinement is assured by an octupole. All the magnetic systems are concentric, mechanically independent and placed the ones inside the others (see Figure 3). This configuration avoid the presence of permanent magnets in the maximum field of the injection area and allows to place the production target and its resistive heating at 5 mm inside the radial confinement magnetic field.

The 10 GHz electromagnetic wave is injected radially, directly near the magnetic structure, through a rectangular wave guide welded to the 26 mm diameter copper chamber. The magnets, the chamber and the plasma electrode are setting at a high voltage between 12 and 20 kV. The target system can be biased to a negative value compared to the body source. The coil and the extraction system are to the ground.

3. The off line ion source performances

3.1. For noble gases

The ionisation efficiency of SHyPIE for Argon is similar to those of the classical ECR ion sources, it means an overall ionisation efficiency of around 100% with 10 to 20% in the most abundant charge state. The charge state distribution of $^{40}\text{Ar}$, injected through a calibrated leak of 7 μA p, is shown in the figure 4.

Figure 4: Charge state distribution of $^{40}\text{Ar}$

However, due to the bad injection condition of the extracted beam in the electrostatic deflector, the transport efficiency in the SIRa separator is around 30%.

3.2. For condensable elements

The overall ionisation efficiency for chromium has been measured by evaporating a sample of $^{52}\text{Cr}$ with an oven at 1400 K placed inside the source. The oven with the chromium was weighted before and after around 30 hours of continuous running of the ion source in order to determine the evaporated weight. The ratio between the evaporated chromium quantity and the sum of the intensities of each chromium charge state during the experiment, corrected by the transport efficiency, gave an overall ionisation efficiency of 7.4%, with a low solid angle oven (the internal diameter of the oven was 2 mm). As the ionisation efficiency for the $^{40}\text{Ar}$ is around 100%, the transport efficiency is directly the ratio between the sum of the current of each charge state measured after the dipole of SIRa, and the 7 μA p injected through the calibrated leak. The chromium charge state distribution, shown in the figure 5, allows to estimate an absolute ionisation efficiency of 1.5% for the most abundant charge state.
Figure 5: Charge state distribution of $^{52}$Cr obtained with a low solid angle oven.

The same experiment has been performed with a large solid angle oven, shown in the figure 6. The external diameter of the oven was 16 mm and allowed to place the production target or a metallic sample inside a tungsten filament. A tantalum reflector surrounded the filament to increase the temperature up to 2100 K with 800 W of alternating ohmic power.

Figure 6: Large solid angle oven system with the production target.

An overall ionisation efficiency of 0.24% has been obtained with this system for the $^{52}$Cr. This very low efficiency indicates that the chromium losses are much more important with the large solid angle oven than with the low one. It means that to have an efficient capture of the condensable elements by the plasma, the atoms have to be focalised forward when leaving the oven.

4. On-line performances

4.1. Description of the target systems

A series of radioactive ion production tests have been done in SIRs with SHyPIE and two different target systems. The first one was the large solid angle oven presented in figure 6, with a 9 mm diameter cylindrical target composed by a carbon heart of 7 mm diameter and a pyrolitic carbon container. The carbon of the target heart, furnished by Le Carbone Lorraine, had good diffusion properties, due to a grain size of 4 μm and an open porosity of 8%. This target has been irradiated by around 200 W of $^{40}$Ca at 95.4 MeV and by 400 W of $^{40}$Ar at 70.4 MeV. The beam power and the extra ohmic heating allowed to reach a target temperature of around 2100 K. The second target system was the previous carbon heart without container and oven, placed directly inside the ion source. This target was self-heated by 350 W of $^{36}$S at 76.4 MeV.

4.2. The on-line behaviour of SHyPIE

In order to study the behaviour of the plasma in a close geometry with a very high temperature element, the charge state distributions of $^{40}$Ar, injected through the calibrated leak during the on-line tests, are compared in figure 7 for different experimental conditions.

Figure 7: Charge state distributions of $^{40}$Ar injected through the calibrated leak, obtained with SHyPIE and the two different target systems.

It appears that the current of $^{40}$Ar$^{8+}$ is divided by a factor 2 and the low charge state currents increase when the self-heated carbon target is irradiated by 1.9 μA of incident beam. When the carbon target is heated by the oven and by 2.2 μA of incident beam, the charge state distribution is strongly shifted to the very low charge states and the overall quantity of ionised $^{40}$Ar is divided by a factor 2.6. It seems that the electrons emitted by the high temperature carbon target and, in larger quantities, by the high temperature tungsten filament, disturb the plasma. In that case, the plasma potential and then the electrostatic confinement decrease, the high energy electrons are liberated and the high charge state ions are not more produced. This destructive effect could be inhibited by trapping the emitted electrons with, for example, a negative biased ring.

4.3. On-line results

The experiments performed with the carbon target irradiated by the $^{36}$S incident beam allowed to produce around thirty gaseous and condensable radioactive multicharged ion beams.
Their measured production yields are reported in Table 1. It can be pointed out that beams of very reactive species like sulfur and phosphorus have been produced with multicharge states. It can also be noticed that a particular behaviour for the alkali elements has been observed. The production yield of $^{25}$Na$^{+}$ is 350 times higher with the ion source turned off than with the ion source turned on. This effect is related to the weak ionisation energy, around 5 eV, of the sodium element which is already thermo-ionised when it leaves the high temperature carbon target. The positive plasma potential prevents these positive ions to enter in the plasma when the ion source is turned on.

These production rates could be increased by at least a factor 10 if the radioactive elements are focalised after their release from the target, according to the results of the measurements using the large and the low solid angle oven (see section 3.2).

Finally, as reasonable yields of several elements could be observed in these first tests, the method of coupling an internal target with an ECR ion source could give the best results for short living and very reactive condensable elements. More research and development are requested in order to improve this technique.
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